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573 Bouquet Toss 

“Li Xue, Bai Qi, congratulations. The two of you have to live happily together for a long, long time, 

alright? Zhang Li Xue’s maternal grandmother, Xu Yilan spoke. Her gaze fell on Bai Qi and she flashed a 

warm smile at her grandson-in-law. 

“Grandma, I know.” Zhang Li Xue did not forget to act coquettishly with her grandmother. 

At this time, someone called Xu Yilan to meet her. Zhang Li Xue turned around and finally 

The atmosphere was really lively. 

A few people walked over to the groom and bride, wanting to toast and congratulate them. Many of the 

attendees were the Zhang family’s close family and friends. Knowing that Zhang Li Xue did not drink and 

Bai Qi could not drink too much because of his occupation, the guest did not mind changing it with 

something else. 

In the end, what’s important was to congratulate their happiness. 

Zhang Li Xue was talking to her friend when she noticed that Bai Qi was looking at the guest. She 

followed his line of gaze and whispered, “That is Uncle Long Fei and his wife, Auntie Su Ruan.” 

Bai Qi turned to his wife and smiled. “When you were trapped under that building not long ago, it was 

Auntie Su Ruan who pointed me to where you are.” 

“Really?” Zhang Li Xue looked at her husband in surprise. 

..... 

“Un.” Bai Qi nodded. “Coincidentally, she happen to hear your voice and pointed me to your location.” 

Hearing this, Zhang Li Xue decided to greet the couple and thanked them for helping to save her. 

When she was trapped under the collapsed building, there were a lot of people coming over to help and 

find her. The moment they heard that she was in trouble, many did not mind leaving whatever work 

they have to come over. 

For this, Zhang Li Xue had always been very grateful. 

While meeting the uncles and aunts, Zhang Li Xue noticed that a familiar figure was walking over in her 

direction. Seeing the familiar face surprised her. However, Zhang Li Xue quickly put on a smile on her 

face. 

“Brother Zhen Yu, you’re here.” 

Mu Zhen Yu had a stiff smile on his face. The bride in front of him was too pretty. However, she was not 

his bride. Watching Zhang Li Xue with Bai Qi at her side always made him wonder if things between 

them would change if he had taken a different approach. 

His heart was aching, but Mu Zhen Yu could not do anything about it. 



“Xiao Li Xue, Bai Qi, congratulations,” Mu Zhen Yu forced a smile. “I wish you both a happy marriage.” 

“Thank you.” Bai Qi still had that stoic face on his face as he was facing Mu Zhen Yu. Knowing that this 

man used to like his wife, Bai Qi found that he could not get along with Mu Zhen Yu. 

Just then, one staff from the wedding planning company walked over and reminded Zhang Li Xue that it 

was time for her to toss her banquet. 

Hearing this made her excited as well. 

During Mo Qing Huan and He Rong’s wedding, she was the one who caught the bouquet. Zhang Li Xue 

could not help but wonder who among the guests would be the one to catch her bouquet. 

With Bai Qi at her side, Zhang Li Xue walked over to the stage. 

The host announced to the guest that the bride will start to throw her bouquet next and all the single 

ladies were invited to join the fun. Some of the boys thought that it would be fun to join in this event as 

well and decided to stand at the back. 

Of course, Fang Su Jin did not intend to join this event. 

After all, her boyfriend was still young and she did not think that she would get married too soon. She 

did not want to be seen as if she was too eager to get married as well. 

Soon, the crowd started to gather in front of the stage. Meanwhile, Zhuang Li had to remind her friend 

not to attempt any three-pointers shot on them. 

This was a banquet tossing and not a basketball game. 

Hearing this made the others laugh. 

Zhang Li Xue glanced at Bai Qi and tried to toss her bouquet a few times. She turned her head to look at 

the group of girls and tried to measure how hard she should toss. 

Seeing that everyone was prepared, Zhang Li Xue made a count and tossed the bouquet over her 

shoulders with one hand. 

However, she indeed did not control her strength and the direction in which she was throwing her 

bouquet. 

The girls started to make some noise as they tried to catch the bouquet. However, the bouquet went up 

high and away before it finally fell down. 

Despite Zhuang Li’s reminder, Zhang Li Xue had thrown this bouquet as if she was attempting to shoot a 

three-pointer. Moreover, the direction was wrong. 

There was a loud cheer when someone finally caught the bouquet. 

However, when they saw the person who had caught this bouquet, everyone went silent again. 

Zhang Li Xue walked over to Bai Qi and narrowed her eyes to look at the lucky girl. However, the 

moment she saw the person who was holding the bouquet, Zhang Li Xue became very speechless. 



According to the eyewitnesses, Zhang Yi Hai was leaning over the pillar while chatting with the other 

boys while standing not too far away from the girls who were competing for the bouquet. Somehow, 

because Zhang Li Xue did not aim properly, this bouquet had fallen into Zhang Yi Hai’s arms effortlessly. 

At this time, everyone was wondering just what would it mean now that a man had caught this bouquet. 

The triplets were watching Zhang Yi Hai up and down. 

“Brother Yi Hai, are you going to get married next?” Wei Zi Kai asked. 

Zhang Yi Hai shot him a look. “Don’t joke around.” However, his eyes were still searching for his 

girlfriend, and hoped to see her reaction. However, that person had hidden in a place where he could 

not see her. 

Noticing that the girls were eying the flower in his hand, Zhang Yi Hai planned to give up the bouquet. 

However, the girls was too afraid to take this bouquet after seeing Zhang Yi Hai’s unfriendly gaze. They 

quickly turned around and walked away. 

Meanwhile, Li Qin Yao and her husband were planning to leave the banquet and headed upstairs to rest 

when they saw their son catching the bouquet. 

Li Qin Yao turned to her husband and chuckled. “Hubby, does it mean we have to make preparation for 

Yi Hai’s marriage as well?” 

 


